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Background

 Not every project is a Chapel or Gathering Place 
renovation

 Not every project needs Trustees interference
involvement oversight guidance knowledge, but…

 Some that should have, haven’t

 Sometimes Trustees are the last to know, and shouldn’t be

 Sometimes they are pushed to respond more quickly than 

necessary or ideal

 Many projects have much broader and more lasting impacts 

than they initially seem

 Keeping the Trustees in the loop early, is more likely to result in 

a smooth, efficient, and effective outcome.



Trustees’ Responsibility

 The smooth, effective, efficient, safe, ongoing, 

serviceable operation of the facility

 Facility & grounds maintenance & repair

 Contracts

 Insurance

 Purchasing of support materials (furnishings, equipment, 

etc.)

 Ensuring that the needs of the entire church are being 

met by overseeing each of these items



Models

 Small church model…

 Trustees operate informally and respond to issues that come 
up as they arise

 Fewer, simpler issues and ministries generating projects

 Glen Mar model…

 Many ministries with great ideas for growth and service

 Daily issues requiring a Facilities Manager and Minister of 
Operations

 Trustees that get a monthly update on operations and 
opportunity to weigh in on how their responsibilities are being 
handled

 Small issues reviewed 

 Bigger issues debated & approved/studied/prioritized/scuttled



Need

 The bigger we grow, the more systematic the church 

processes need to be

 Ministries need flexibility and some level of autonomy

 Trustees STILL need to be responsible & responsive

 What, when, where, and how

 How much, how long, how big, and who’s affected

 What happens after it’s done…

 Maintenance, safety, insurance, aesthetic

 STORAGE



Solution… A FORM

 Your church “government” in action

 Seriously though…

 Aimed at keeping the Trustees in the loop when they 

need to be

 Most projects CAN be handled with little Trustees review, 

delay, or impact

 Not intended to be onerous or stifling

 Designed to consider & address the project questions 

prior to starting and heading off problems

 The Minister of Operations will be the keeper of these 

forms and the interface with the Trustees





Form Content

 Key dates and a project number

 Project title and POC

 Goal

 Plan

 Schedule

 Costs & Financing

 Other Trustee considerations

 Other staff, team, facility, & leadership considerations



Goal

 What the effort will accomplish

 Replacement, growth, improvement, correction, etc.

 Why?

 Unmet need, opportunity, aesthetic, peer pressure, etc.

 Why now?

 Cost savings, efficiency, aesthetic, unmet need, fits 

current vision & priorities, etc.



Plan

 What will need to be done

 Demolition, construction, purchase, repurpose?

 How it will be accomplished

 Designed, assembled, built from scratch, contracted, DIY, 
group work day, ???

 Who will do the work

 Staff, contractor, yourself, small group, congregation?

 May include details, drawings, pictures, etc.

 Showing that the project has been planned and can be 
accomplished with some known steps

 Anticipate what Trustees may need to know



Schedule & Financing

 When it is proposed to be started & finished

 What is likely to affect the schedule

 Urgency or deadlines and practicality

 Will it require permitting or inspection?

 Building, electrical, plumbing, health, fire, etc.

 All at once or phased?

 Sole source or do we need to get bids?

 Due to cost, complexity, duration, ???

 How will it be financed?

 Cash, fund-raising, Trustees, other ministry, etc.

 When will it be financed?



Trustees Considerations

 Cost & priority, if it will be Trustee financed

 Maintenance schedules & costs

 STORAGE

 Safety & insurance implications

 STORAGE

 Flexibility for use by more than just a few



Broader Considerations

 Staffing availability (paid or voluntary)

 Fit with church vision or mission

 How this will affect other ministries or the congregation

 And, how will they be managed

 Questions, concerns, or oppositions likely to be raised

 And, how those should/could be addressed



Conclusion

 The Trustees can’t be everywhere but are responsible 

for much of what the church does

 Ministries need a way to move forward with projects 

while keeping Trustee considerations in mind

 This provides a structure for thinking through a project 

and trying to lay out a plan for them to consider

 Many will proceed with minimal Trustee interactions, 

but those with relevant impacts to operations will be 

recognized early to avoid delays or extra work

 A little planning & communication with those affected 

will go a long way toward efficiency & effectiveness


